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Highlights 
 

• The mechanisms of GAD remain poorly understood 
 

• We compared threat appraisal under ambiguity versus uncertainty in GAD 
 

• Four cues predicted different probabilities of an aversive picture 
 

• Ambiguity was associated with expectancy and covariation biases relative uncertainty 
 

• GAD participants showed enhanced negative affect for ambiguity relative to uncertainty 
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Abstract 

 
Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD) is one of the most common anxiety disorders, yet its 

mechanisms remain poorly understood. In the current study, we assessed threat processing and 

negative affect under conditions of uncertainty and ambiguity in a sample of treatment-seeking 
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individuals with GAD (n = 34) and in community controls (n = 34). Participants completed a 

laboratory aversive learning task based on that used by Grupe and Nitschke (2011). A bias in 

threat expectancy was observed in GAD participants relative to controls for an ambiguous cue 

that had not been mentioned in the instructions. GAD participants also overestimated the number 

of times this ambiguous cue had been followed by the aversive outcome, relative to an instructed 

uncertain cue (50%). This covariation bias was not observed in controls. GAD participants also 

reported significantly stronger negative affect towards the ambiguous cue than the uncertain cue, 

a pattern that was not observed in controls, although the group interaction did not reach 

significance. These results provide preliminary evidence that ambiguity – rather than uncertainty 

per se – may be a particularly powerful trigger for biased threat appraisal and negative affect in 

GAD. 
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There is strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that individuals with generalised 

anxiety disorder (GAD; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) have a tendency to make 

threat-consistent appraisals and interpretations of ambiguous information (C. MacLeod & 

Rutherford, 2004). One way to understand the processes involved in appraisal bias amongst 

worriers is to examine subjective judgement of outcome probability when the exact likelihood of 

an undesirable event is not objectively known (e.g., upsetting a work colleague). In such studies, 

participants are asked to rate the probability of self-referential worries (Berenbaum, Thompson, 

& Pomerantz, 2007) or hypothetical negative scenarios (e.g., "Your health deteriorating’’; 

Berenbaum, Thompson, & Bredemeier, 2007). Support for biased probability judgement in GAD 

has been provided by studies that observed an association of worry severity with overestimation 

of undesirable outcomes occurring (Berenbaum, Thompson, & Bredemeier, 2007; Berenbaum, 

Thompson, & Pomerantz, 2007; A. K. MacLeod, Williams, & Bekerian, 1991). Indeed, 

overestimation of threat is one of the key cognitive processing errors that has been identified 

across anxiety disorders, such as social anxiety disorder (Foa, Franklin, Perry, & Herbert, 1996; 

Lucock & Salkovskis, 1988), panic disorder (D. M. Clark, 1986), agoraphobia (McNally & Foa, 

1987), obsessive-compulsive disorder (D. A. Clark, 2004, p. 112), and posttraumatic stress 

disorder (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). 

Interestingly, although conditioning paradigms can be used to examine information 

processing biases in clinical contexts, only a few studies have explored this avenue in the case of 

GAD with mixed results. Compared to healthy controls, patients with GAD have shown greater 

startle potentiation to a conditioned stimulus and this fear response generalised to stimuli that are 

perceptually similar to the conditioned stimulus, indicating a tendency among individuals with 

GAD to overinterpret safe stimuli that resemble feared situations as threatening (Lissek et al., 



 

 
2014). However, other researchers (e.g., Greenberg, Carlson, Cha, Hajcak, & Mujica-Parodi, 

2013) have found no difference in fear generalisation gradients between GAD patients and 

healthy controls. In addition, there is little data from the GAD literature that directly speaks to 

probability estimates of threatening outcomes in ambiguous situations, as the majority of past 

research asked patients with GAD or non-clinical individuals with elevated levels of worry to 

rate the likelihood of undesirable outcomes occurring in unambiguously negative situations 

(Berenbaum, Thompson, & Bredemeier, 2007; Berenbaum, Thompson, & Pomerantz, 2007; 

Butler & Mathews, 1983; A. K. MacLeod et al., 1991). Everyday situations are often intrinsically 

ambiguous. In order to formulate optimal responses, decision-making processes are at least in 

part guided by an individual’s judgement of contingencies between events, their own/others’ 

actions, and resulting outcomes (Volz, Schubotz, & von Cramon, 2003). Given that individuals 

with GAD typically hold negative expectations about the future (Beck & Clark, 1997; A. K. 

MacLeod et al., 1991; Roemer, Molina, & Borkovec, 1997; Stöber, 2000), conditioning 

paradigms provide a valuable opportunity to investigate how threat-related associations are 

learned, as well as evaluating the factors that modulate worriers’ probabilistic judgement in 

response to uncertain situations. 

Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU; Freeston, Rhéaume, Letarte, Dugas, & Ladouceur, 1994) 

has attracted significant interest as a vulnerability factor for the aetiology of excessive worry and 

GAD (Dugas, Gagnon, Ladouceur, & Freeston, 1998; Dugas & Robichaud, 2007). IU has been 

broadly defined as “a cognitive bias that affects how a person perceives, interprets, and responds 

to uncertain situations on a cognitive, emotional, and behavioral level” (Dugas, Schwartz, & 

Francis, 2004, p. 835). Considering the association of IU with pathological worry in GAD 

(Dugas, Freeston, & Ladouceur, 1997; Dugas et al., 1998; Dugas, Ladouceur, Boisvert, & 



 

 
Freeston, 1996; Dugas, Schwartz, et al., 2004; Ruggiero et al., 2012; van der Heiden et al., 

2010), individuals with GAD would be expected to show similar patterns of cognitive biases as 

high IU individuals in response to ambiguity. 

In a previous study we used a modified covariation bias paradigm based on that used by 

Grupe and Nitschke (2011) to compare threat processing in individuals with high levels of IU 

and those with low IU levels (Chen & Lovibond, 2016). Participants viewed four cues: two 

reference cues that preceded aversive pictures on 100% or 0% of trials, and a target cue that 

preceded aversive pictures on 50% of trials (Uncertain condition). Participants were instructed 

about these probabilities in advance. In addition, we surprised participants with a second target 

cue that also preceded aversive pictures on 50% of trials but that had not been mentioned in the 

instructions (Ambiguous condition). High IU individuals showed greater online threat 

expectancy, post-experimental covariation estimates and negative mood for the target cues 

compared to the reference cues. The results also suggest that among high IU individuals, 

ambiguity – rather than uncertainty per se – may be a particularly powerful trigger for biased 

threat appraisal and negative affect. 

In the study by Chen and Lovibond (2016), uncertainty referred to a situation where the 

outcome is not known on a given occasion, but the probability of the outcome is known (e.g., the 

sex of a baby at birth or tossing a coin for a choice of innings in cricket), whereas ambiguity was 

defined as higher-order uncertainty- that is, a complete lack of knowledge regarding an outcome 

(Camerer & Weber, 1992; Ellsberg, 1961). Real-life experiences can often be ambiguous insofar 

as the probability of an outcome is the missing information that is relevant and could be known, 

but is not known to the decision-maker. For example, the probability of a negative outcome is 

not necessarily objectively known when being stopped in the street by a stranger in the evening, 



 

 
when a student is unexpectedly asked by their favourite professor to discuss the student’s essay, 

or when meeting a romantic partner’s parents for the first time. Not knowing important 

information can be upsetting especially when one does not have information about the 

probabilities of aversive outcomes and their judgment of threat might become relatively 

unconstrained (Chan & Lovibond, 1996). 

In the present study, we used the same design to examine threat appraisal and negative 

affect under uncertainty and ambiguity in a sample of treatment-seeking GAD individuals, who 

are said to be highly intolerant of uncertainty (Dugas et al., 1998). We anticipated that, relative to 

controls, GAD participants would show heightened threat processing and/or affective responses 

to the target cues compared to either normative values (e.g., 50% in the case of expectancy and 

covariation) or the average of the reference cues. Furthermore, if ambiguity were a more potent 

trigger of biased processing, then we would expect to observe greater differences for the 

Ambiguous cue in GAD individuals relative to the Uncertain cue. 

 
 
Methods 

Participants 

Prospective clinical participants were recruited from a group of adults seeking treatment 

at the Westmead Hospital Anxiety Treatment and Research Unit, a specialist anxiety disorders 

treatment outpatient service in Sydney, Australia. At the initial assessment, diagnosis of GAD 

was established using the Anxiety and Related Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5 Adult 

Version (ADIS-5; Brown & Barlow, 2014). Following the initial assessment, all clinical 

participants were tested prior to commencing active psychological treatment, which consisted of 

cognitive restructuring and graded exposure. 



 

 
A recruitment advertisement was posted on an online classifieds to recruit participants 

from the community to serve as controls. Individuals who volunteered for the study were 

administered the Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ; Meyer, Miller, Metzger, & Borkovec, 

1990) over the phone or via email to determine eligibility. A total PSWQ score greater than or 

equal to 62 is said to be indicative of a clinical level of excessive and uncontrollable worry 

(Behar, Alcaine, Zuellig, & Borkovec, 2003). As such, individuals whose total PSWQ scores 

were less than 62 were considered as non-clinical and were invited to participate in the main 

study. 

It was described to all the prospective participants that this study involved completing a 

computerised task, in which they would be asked to view a number of symbols and pictures on 

the computer screen, with each symbol followed by either a neutral or aversive picture. 

Participants were informed that they would be asked to indicate how much they expected an 

aversive picture would appear after the symbol on a scale of 0 (Expect Neutral) to 100% (Expect 

Aversive). 

The final sample comprised 34 GAD participants and 34 control participants. The sample 

size was defined on the basis of the results from our previous study with a student sample (Chen 

& Lovibond, 2016). This study yielded a statistically significant difference in expectancy bias 

between the low IU (n = 26) versus high IU (n = 29) individuals. The mean difference 

corresponded to a medium effect size (Cohen's d = 0.59). The two participant samples were 

reasonably well matched on age and gender ratio (Table 1). However, the GAD sample was 

somewhat older (Mage = 38.79 years, SD = 14.17, range = 20-70 years) than the control sample 

(Mage = 31.47 years, SD = 10.45, range = 18-57 years). 



 

 
Design and material 

 
Participants participated in a cued picture task based on that used by Grupe and Nitschke 

(2011), in which the Certain Aversive cue (‘X’) always preceded an aversive picture, and the 

Certain Safe cue (‘O’) always preceded a neutral picture. Similar to the task used by Chen and 

Lovibond (2016), the Uncertain trials in this study were signalled by a ‘’ cue, and Ambiguous 

trials by a ‘?’ cue. Each cue appeared in black font against a white background. The picture 

stimuli were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang, Bradley, & 

Cuthbert, 2008). The picture stimuli in the current study were presented on a 34-cm laptop 

monitor approximately 100 cm in front of the participant using LiveCode software. During each 

trial, participants used their right hand to click on one of the 10 radio buttons on the screen so as 

to indicate their expectancy rating of aversive pictures occurring at the end of the cue. The radio 

buttons represented a continuous scale from 0 (Expect Neutral) to 100% (Expect Aversive), with 

50% (Uncertain) at the centre. Each trial consisted of a 10-s cue presentation, during which 

participants indicated their expectancy ratings. The cue was immediately followed by a 3-s 

presentation of either a neutral or aversive picture. Each trial was followed by a variable 15–35-s 

inter-trial interval (ITI). 

Measures 
 

Following the last experimental trial, participants completed a post-experimental 

covariation estimate questionnaire that assessed their estimates of how often each cue was 

followed by aversive pictures on a scale of 0 (Never followed by aversive pictures) to 100 

(Always followed by aversive pictures). A post-experimental mood measure was also 

administered to ascertain retrospective ratings of affective responses during each of the cues on a 

Likert scale from -4 (Unpleasant) to +4 (Pleasant), with 0 (Neutral) in the centre. 



 

 
Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale – Short Form (IUS-12; Carleton, Norton, & 

Asmundson, 2007). The IUS-12 is a short form of the original 27-item IUS (Freeston et al., 

1994) that measures reactions to uncertainty, ambiguous situations, and the future. Items are 

scored on a five-point scale ranging from 1 to 5. The IUS-12 has excellent internal consistency 

and correlates highly with the original scale, and psychometric properties of the IUS-12 have 

been replicated in clinical and nonclinical samples (Carleton, Norton, et al., 2007; McEvoy & 

Mahoney, 2011). Cronbach’s alpha for the present sample was .93. 

Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ; Meyer et al., 1990). The 16-item PSWQ is a 

non-content based measure of the intensity and excessiveness of worry, with excellent internal 

consistency (Molina & Borkovec, 1994). The PSWQ has also demonstrated good test–retest 

reliability in undergraduate samples (Meyer et al., 1990; Molina & Borkovec, 1994). Cronbach’s 

alpha for the present sample was .96. 

Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale – 21 Items (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond, 

1995). The DASS-21 was used to assess participants’ state depression, anxiety, and stress 

symptoms. Responses to each item are answered using a four-point rating-scale from 0 to 3 

relating to the past week. The depression scale has high internal consistency (Antony, Bieling, 

Cox, Enns, & Swinson, 1998). The convergent and discriminant validity of the DASS has been 

demonstrated through its correlation with other measures of depression, anxiety, positive affect, 

and negative affect (Crawford & Henry, 2003). In the current sample, Cronbach’s alpha was .91 

for the depression subscale; .88 for the anxiety subscale; and .90 for the stress subscale. 

Cognitive Avoidance Questionnaire (CAQ; Gosselin et al., 2002). The CAQ is a 25-item 

scale that assesses the use of five cognitive avoidance strategies, including Thought Suppression, 

Thought Substitution, Distraction, Avoidance of Threatening Stimuli and the Transformation of 



 

 
Images into Thoughts. The English version of the CAQ has demonstrated excellent internal 

consistency and sound stability over four to six weeks (Sexton & Dugas, 2008), comparable to 

the original French version (Gosselin et al., 2002). Cronbach’s alpha for the current sample was 

.74 for the Thought Substitution subscale, .84 for the Transformation of Images into Thoughts 

subscale, .87 for the Distraction subscale, .91 for the Avoidance of Threatening Stimuli subscale, 

and .86 for the Thought Suppression subscale. 

Negative Problem Orientation Questionnaire (NPOQ; Gosselin, Pelletier, & Ladouceur, 

2001). The 12-item NPOQ assesses a general predisposition in negative problem orientation, 

including perceived threat of problems to well-being, ineffectiveness or lack of confidence in 

one’s own problem solving abilities, the tendency to be pessimistic about the outcome, and low 

frustration tolerance. The English version of the NPOQ has demonstrated excellent internal 

consistency, good re-test reliability , and good convergent and discriminant validity (Robichaud 

& Dugas, 2005a, 2005b). Cronbach’s alpha for the present sample was .95. 

Scoring and analysis 
 

Online expectancy ratings in the present study were recorded in the final second of the 

10-s cue presentation during each trial. Mood rating data were linearly transformed to a scale 

ranging from 0 (Not unpleasant) to 100 (Unpleasant), with 50 being neutral. 

For the primary analysis of the data, each dependent measure was analysed by a set of 

planned orthogonal contrasts in PSY statistical program (Bird, Hadzi-Pavlovic, & Isaac, 2000) 

using a multivariate repeated measures model, with the decision-wise error rate set at α = .05 

(O’Brien & Kaiser, 1985). The group contrast compared the GAD to the control group. The cue 

contrasts examined 1) the difference between the Certain Aversive (‘X’) and Certain Safe (‘O’) 

reference cues; 2) responding to the target cues (‘’ and ‘?’) relative to the normative reference 



 

 
point provided by the average of the reference cues (‘X” and “O’); and 3) the difference between 

the Uncertain (‘’) and Ambiguous (‘?’) cues. Finally, a linear trend contrast tested for any 

linear change across trials (i.e., repetitions of each trial type across the course of the test session). 

All interactions between group, cue and trial contrasts were also tested. For each contrast, 

effect sizes are reported using the absolute value of Cohen’s d and standardised 95% confidence 

intervals (CI; scaled in SD units). We also conducted follow-up exploratory analyses to further 

investigate the pattern of results within- and between-groups for each dependent measure. In 

order to maintain power, these exploratory analyses did not involve any correction for inflation 

of Type 1 errors, so they should be interpreted with caution. 

 
 
Results 

 
The means and standard deviations for control and GAD participants on the self-report 

measures are presented in Table 2. As expected, the mean PSWQ total score was significantly 

higher for the GAD group than for the control group. GAD participants also scored higher than 

controls on the IUS-12, DASS-Depression, DASS-Anxiety, and DASS-Stress. There was no 

significant difference in any of the self-report measures between men and women (largest t = 

1.31). 

Preliminary contrast analyses revealed no significant main or interaction effects for linear 

trend over trials averaged across the four cues (largest F = 3.94). Accordingly, all the data and 

analyses referred to hereafter were based on ratings averaged over trials. Results for main 

contrast analyses are presented in Table 3a. The means and standard deviations for the three 

outcome measures (expectancy, covariation, and mood) averaged over group are presented for 

each cue in Table 3b. 



 

 
Online expectancy ratings 

 
Figure 1 shows the mean expectancy ratings during the presentation of the four cue types, 

averaged over trials. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals around the mean. As expected, 

participants showed high levels of expectancy that the Certain Aversive cue would be followed 

by aversive pictures, and low levels of expectancy that the Certain Safe cue would be followed 

by aversive pictures (Table 3b), with a highly significant difference between these two reference 

cues. 

For the target cues, a pattern of expectancy bias emerged from three sets of results. 
 
Firstly, average expectancy ratings for the two target cues were significantly greater than the 

reference point provided by the average of the maximum (‘X’) and the minimum (‘O’) ratings. 

Secondly, consistent with findings from Grupe and Nitschke (2011), follow-up t test results in 

the current study showed that expectancy ratings for aversive pictures following the Uncertain 

cue were greater than the true 50% probability, t(67) = 2.59, p < .05, d = .44. Expectancy ratings 

for the Ambiguous cue were also significantly greater than 50%, t(67) = 2.90, p < .05, d = .50, 

suggesting an expectancy bias. Thirdly, there was a significant interaction between Group and 

the comparison between expectancy ratings for the two target cues, F(1, 66) = 15.05, p < .05, d = 

1.11; 95% CI = .54, 1.68. Follow-up analyses revealed that this interaction was driven by high 

expectancy ratings for the Ambiguous cue as endorsed by GAD participants. Although there was 

no group difference for the Uncertain cue, F(1, 66) = .67, p = .42; d = .20; 95% CI = -.29, .68, 

GAD participants demonstrated significantly greater expectancy ratings for the Ambiguous cue 

relative to control participants, F(1, 66) = 11.29, p < .05; d = .82; 95% CI = .33, 1.3. However, 

the comparison between the two target cues averaged over groups did not reach significance. 

None of the other Cue Type × Group interaction effects were significant (largest F = 2.02). 



 

 
Covariation estimates 

 
Mean post-experiment covariation estimates of the relationship between the cues and 

aversive pictures are shown in Figure 2. Overall, participants reliably estimated the degree of 

covariation between the Certain Aversive cue and aversive pictures and that between the Certain 

Safe cue and aversive pictures (Table 3a),. Consistent with the pattern of the expectancy data, 

average covariation estimates for the target cues were significantly greater than the reference 

cues averaged, suggesting an overall covariation bias for the target cues. This conclusion was 

also supported by the results of follow-up single t tests against a fixed value of 50%, as 

conducted by Grupe and Nitschke (2011). Participants’ overall post-experiment estimates for the 

Uncertain cue were significantly greater than 50%, t(67) = 2.03, p = .046, d = .35, as were 

covariation estimates for the Ambiguous cue, t(67) = 5.24, p < .05, d = .91. 

Averaged over groups, participants showed a covariation bias towards the Ambiguous 

cue more so than the Uncertain cue,. Follow-up analyses revealed that GAD participants reported 

significantly greater threat covariation estimates for the Ambiguous cue, M = 62.06, SD = 14.73, 

relative to the Uncertain cue, M = 51.47, SD = 8.57; F(1, 33) = 15.36, p < .05, d = .88; 95% CI = 

.42, 1.34. Control participants, however, did not show this within-subject simple difference 

between the Uncertain cue, M = 52.94, SD = 9.38, and the Ambiguous cue, M = 56.91, SD = 

14.87; F (1, 33) = 1.93, suggesting a stronger covariation bias amongst GAD participants 

towards ambiguity relative to uncertainty. However, the interaction between Group and the 

comparison between the two target cues did not reach significance, F(1, 66) = 2.83, p = .10, d 

= .72; 95% CI = -.12, 1.43. None of the other Cue Type × Group interaction effects were 

significant (largest F = 2.36). 



 

 
Mood ratings 

 
Mean retrospective mood rating data for each cue are shown in Figure 3. Overall, GAD 

participants rated all four cues as significantly more unpleasant relative to control participants, 

F(1, 66) = 8.37, p < .05, d = .42; 95% CI = .13, .70. 

Averaged across participant groups, the Certain Aversive cue was rated as most 

unpleasant, and the Certain Safe cue the least unpleasant. Congruent with the pattern of 

expectancy and covariation data, average mood ratings for the two target cues were significantly 

more unpleasant than the two reference cues averaged. Furthermore, mood ratings for the 

Ambiguous cue were significantly more unpleasant than ratings for the Uncertain cue, 

suggesting an enhanced negative affect for the Ambiguous cue relative to the Uncertain cue. 

Follow-up analyses confirmed that the GAD group rated the Ambiguous cue as significantly 

more unpleasant relative to the Uncertain cue, F(1, 33) = 7.37, p < .05, d = .37; 95% CI 

= .09, .64. Interestingly, this within-subject simple effect was not observed for controls (F = .33). 

However, the interaction between Group and the comparison of Uncertain vs. Ambiguous cues 

did not reach significance, F(1, 66) = 2.39, p = .13, d = .40; 95% CI = -.09, .71. None of the 

other Cue Type X Group interaction effects were significant (largest F = 2.39). 

Correlations between outcome variables and self-report measures 
 

A bivariate correlation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between the 

three outcome variables for the target cues, including online expectancy ratings, post-experiment 

covariation estimates, and post-experiment mood ratings across all participants. Initial analysis 

revealed that the Uncertain and Ambiguous cues shared similar patterns of correlations between 

the outcome variables. Therefore, results were averaged across the target cues in the subsequent 

correlation analyses. Scores for the IUS-12, PSWQ, CAQ, NPOQ, and the DASS-21 were also 



 

 
entered into the correlation analysis. Correlation coefficients for outcome variables and self- 

report measures are shown in Table 4. 

Overall, all the experimental dependent measures were positively correlated. The 

correlation between expectancy ratings and post-experiment covariation estimates were positive 

and significant, r = .35, p < .01, as was the correlation between expectancy ratings and mood 

ratings, r = .27, p < .05, suggesting a moderate association between the three outcome variables. 

The correlation between these covariation estimates and mood ratings did not quite reach 

significance (p = .06). It is worth noting that of the three outcome variables, the expectancy 

measure was correlated with virtually all of the self-report measures. This, however, was not the 

case for the covariation and mood measures. 

Although the target cues were combined for the primary correlation analyses shown in 

Table 4, follow-up analyses showed that for the Uncertain cue, there was no significant 

association between the IUS and any of the outcome measures (expectancy ratings, post- 

experiment covariation estimates, and post-experiment mood ratings). For the Ambiguous cue, 

however, higher IUS scores were significantly associated with online expectancy ratings, r = .40, 

p < .01. All the self-report variables were highly inter-correlated. In particular, the IUS-12 

correlated significantly and positively with all the other self-report measures, including the 

PSWQ, CAQ and NPOQ. 

The role of intolerance of uncertainty in threat appraisal bias and negative affect 
 

In view of the high correlation between the IUS-12 and PSWQ scores in the present 

study, along with the close association between IU and GAD reported in the literature, one 

question of interest concerns the role of IU in threat appraisal bias and negative affect in GAD. 

To examine this question, participants were first re-classified as either high (n = 36) or low (n = 



 

 
32) on IU using a cut-off score of 40 on the IUS-12. This cut-off score was chosen based on the 

mean IUS-12 score of 40.38 (SD = 11.26) reported by a sample of clinical GAD individuals in a 

study by Carleton et al. (2012). 79% (n = 27) of the GAD participants were identified as having 

high levels of IU, and 74% (n = 25) of controls were identified as having low IU levels. The 

proportion of high IU individuals was significantly higher in the GAD group compared to that in 

controls (χ2(1) = 19.13, p < .05). 

To further investigate the relationship between IU and GAD, contrast analyses and 

follow-up simple t tests described earlier in the Results section were repeated using participant 

classification based on IU levels rather than GAD status. Results from this analysis of high and 

low IU participants shared a similar pattern to the analysis of participants classified by clinical 

status (i.e., GAD vs. Control). In particular, consistent with the expectancy data based on clinical 

status, there was a significant interaction between IU groups and the comparison between the 

Ambiguous and the Uncertain cues for expectancy ratings. That is, the High IU group showed 

significantly greater differential expectancy ratings between the two target cues (a bias towards 

the Ambiguous cue) relative to the Low IU group, F(1, 66) = 11.84, p < .05, d = 1.00; 95% CI 

= .42, 1.58. 
 

Furthermore, much like the covariation estimate data based on clinical status, results from 

follow-up analyses showed that High IU participants reported significantly greater threat 

covariation estimates for the Ambiguous cue, M = 60.28, SD = 15.02, relative to the Uncertain 

cue, M = 50.56, SD = 8.26; F(1, 35) = 14.35, p < .05, d = .80; 95% CI = .37, 1.23. Low IU 

participants, on the other hand, did not show this within-subject simple difference between the 

Uncertain cue, M = 54.06, SD = 9.46, and the Ambiguous cue, M = 58.59, SD = 14.99; F = 2.17. 



 

 
However, the interaction between Group and the comparison between the two target cues did not 

reach significance, F(1, 66) = 1.71, p = .20, d = .51; 95% CI = -.27, 1.29. 

Finally, the High IU group rated the Ambiguous cue, M = 72.57, SD = 18.86, as 

significantly more unpleasant relative to the Uncertain cue, M = 65.63, SD =18.27; F(1, 35) = 

6.60, p < .05, d = .38; 95% CI = .08, .67. Low IU participants did not show this within-subject 

simple difference between the Uncertain cue, M = 65.23, SD = 13.74, and the Ambiguous cue, M 

= 66.60, SD = 17.93; F(1, 31) = .31. However, the interaction between Group and the 

comparison of Uncertain with Ambiguous cues also did not reach significance, F(1, 66) = 2.28, p 

= .14, d = .30; 95% CI = -.10, .70. 
 

In view of the similarity in data pattern between the two sets of analyses (one based on 

participant clinical status, the other based on participant IU levels), along with the hypothesised 

role of IU as a vulnerability factor in the development of GAD (Dugas, Buhr, & Ladouceur, 

2004), a simultaneous regression analysis was conducted to examine the extent to which IU and 

GAD status predicted threat appraisal bias in the current study. Following the results from 

primary contrast analyses, nine possible dependent variables were considered for the regression 

analysis. These outcome variables include averaged ratings across the two target cues for each of 

the three target measures (expectancy, covariation, and affect), differences between the two 

target cues for the three target measures, as well as expectancy ratings, covariation estimates, and 

mood ratings for the Ambiguous cue. 

Results from binary regression analyses showed that GAD status as a binary independent 

variable (0 = control; 1 = GAD) predicted differential expectancy ratings between the two target 

cues (β = .43, p < .05), mood ratings for the Ambiguous cue (β = .32, p < .05), and mood ratings 

averaged across the two target cues (β = .28, p < .05). GAD status did not predict any other 



 

 
outcome variables. In a separate series of linear regression analyses, IU level as an independent 

variable also predicted differential expectancy ratings between the two target cues (β = .32, p 

< .05). However, IU did not predict mood ratings for the Ambiguous cue or mood ratings 

averaged across the two target cues. When both GAD status and IU were entered as independent 

variables into a simultaneous regression model, IU was no longer a significant predictor (β = .10, 

p = .49), whereas GAD remained a significant predictor (β = .38, p < .01). 

 
 
Discussion 

 
Overall, all three dependent measures in the present study (expectancy ratings, 

covariation estimates and negative affect) shared a similar pattern. Although not all effects were 

significant for each measure, the overall pattern was similar to what we previously observed for 

high IU non-clinical participants (Chen & Lovibond, 2016), providing further reassurance that 

the differences observed were meaningful. In this study, the key statistically significant finding is 

that GAD participants demonstrated expectancy bias towards the Ambiguous cue relative to 

controls. When surprised with a cue for which no information was available regarding the 

likelihood of aversive pictures occurring, GAD participants overestimated the likelihood that this 

Ambiguous cue would be followed by aversive pictures, relative to the Uncertain cue. This 

finding is consistent with previous studies which have demonstrated an interpretive bias in 

anxious individuals under an ambiguous threat (e.g., Chan & Lovibond, 1996; Wong & 

Lovibond, 2018). An extensive body of information processing bias studies has generally shown 

that anxious individuals are biased towards threatening interpretations of ambiguous stimuli 

compared to non-anxious individuals (Butler & Mathews, 1983; Butler & Matthews, 1987; C. 

MacLeod & Cohen, 1993; Mathews & Mackintosh, 1998). The present study extends existing 



 

 
findings on interpretative bias by providing evidence for biased probability judgment in 

individuals with GAD under the condition of ambiguity relative to uncertainty. 

The interpretive bias regarding the overestimate of threat following the ambiguous cue 

could have been driven by a dual process of faulty threat appraisal and heightened negative 

affect. The Contrast Avoidance Model (Newman & Llera, 2011) posits that individuals with 

GAD are hypersensitive to abrupt shifts from neutral or positive emotions into negative 

emotional states. To prevent the blunt effect of this negative emotional contrast, worry may be 

viewed as a strategy – not to avoid arousal – but to elevate their baseline level of anxiety and to 

prepare for the worst outcome (Newman, Llera, Erickson, & Przeworski, 2014). The pattern of 

judgment effects in the present study for the ambiguous cue appears to suggest that in the face of 

ambiguity, individuals with GAD may be motivated to protect themselves from unexpected 

additional shift into a negative state by enhancing their expectancy of threat and anticipatory 

level of anxiety. 

Given that online expectancy ratings and questionnaire measures involve two very 

different methodologies, it is interesting that expectancy ratings in this study were correlated 

significantly and positively with six of the seven self-report variables. The expectancy measure 

required participants to consider future threats, and expectancy ratings were collected 

continuously over a specified period of time. By contrast, the self-report questionnaire measures 

comprised linguistic items which participants either endorsed or denied, and they were only 

required to make these decisions once at the end of the experiment. These correlations highlight 

the potential role of expectancy of future threats in negative affect under the condition of 

ambiguity. In particular, the correlation between expectancy ratings and anxiety-related 

measures, such as the PSWQ and the IUS-12, is consistent with the cognitive bias account that 



 

 
anxious individuals typically hold more negative expectations about the future compared to non- 

anxious controls (e.g., Beck & Clark, 1988; A. K. MacLeod, Tata, Kentish, & Jacobsen, 1997; 

Miranda, Fontes, & Marroquín, 2008). 

The correlation between expectancy ratings and depression scores in the current study 

also aligns with previous findings that symptoms of depression are associated with greater 

anticipation of negative future outcomes (Miranda & Mennin, 2007), and reduced anticipation of 

potential future positive events (e.g., Andersen & Limpert, 2001; A. K. MacLeod & Salaminiou, 

2001). Collectively, results from the current study, along with the existing literature, suggest that 

expectancy bias concerning future threats could be a possible underlying mechanism by which 

IU affects behaviour/emotion. Although this hypothesis remains speculative at this stage, it 

presents a potential avenue for future research to further examine the role of expectancy bias in 

IU. 

Consistent with our previous findings (Chen & Lovibond, 2016), participants in the 

current study followed a similar pattern of over-associating the target cues with aversive pictures 

relative to the reference cues. In this study, there was a non-significant trend in the current study 

that is consistent with a covariation bias towards the Ambiguous cue relative to the Uncertain 

cue. Furthermore, the finding that a within-subject simple effect was observed for GAD 

participants, but not controls, suggests a possible tendency amongst GAD individuals to over- 

associate ambiguity with aversive outcomes, more so than with uncertainty. 

In the current study, participants were asked to indicate their covariation estimates 

immediately following the final experimental trial. In the real world, however, individuals with 

GAD might not be prompted to recall probabilities of specific threatening outcomes until after 

some time has passed and when they are facing prospective ambiguous threats. One possible 



 

 
direction in future research could focus on investigating what happens to enhanced appraisal bias 

and negative affect in the longer term. Existing literature on memory biases in GAD suggests 

little evidence for an explicit memory bias towards threat-relevant information (e.g., recalling a 

previously viewed threat word), although support for an implicit memory bias (e.g., recognising 

a threat word from earlier presentation) has been inconsistent (Coles & Heimberg, 2002). 

Studies on memory biases in GAD have typically relied on a word/phrase recognition or 

recall methodology that denotes social or physical threats (Bradley, Mogg, & Williams, 1995; 

Coles, Turk, & Heimberg, 2007; Mogg & Mathews, 1990; Mogg, Mathews, & Weinman, 1987; 

Otto, McNally, Pollack, Chen, & Rosenbaum, 1994). The IU literature has also used a similar 

methodology to investigate the association of appraisal bias with IU (Dugas et al., 2005). As 

domains of worry can vary considerably from one individual to another, it can be difficult to 

develop one set of threat stimuli that is relevant for all GAD individuals. Retrospective estimates 

of the extent to which a cue preceded negative outcomes is intrinsically an exercise of recall. 

From this perspective, our extension of the methodology used in Grupe and Nitschke (2011) 

offers interesting possible lines of investigation for future research to further examine memory 

bias in GAD. 

As discussed above, clinical GAD participants in this study responded more negatively to 

the Ambiguous cue relative to controls, despite some of the interaction effects not reaching 

statistical significance. The same patterns of expectancy and covariation biases, as well as 

elevated negative affect were observed when participants were classified as either high or low on 

IU. For example, High IU participants reported significantly greater threat covariation estimates 

for the Ambiguous cue relative to the Uncertain cue. Low IU participants, on the other hand, did 

not show this within-subject simple difference, suggesting preliminary evidence for a stronger 



 

 
covariation bias amongst High IU participants towards ambiguity relative to uncertainty. The 

finding that differential expectancy ratings for aversive outcomes between the two target cues 

were predicted by IU also aligns with the IU model’s hypothesis regarding appraisal bias in high 

IU individuals (Koerner & Dugas, 2008). 

The IU model posits that high IU individuals consider the possibility of a negative event 

occurring as threatening and unacceptable, irrespective of the actual probability of it occurring 

(Carleton, Sharpe, & Asmundson, 2007; Freeston et al., 1994). Following this prediction, GAD 

participants in this study would have been expected to show stronger negative affect to the 

Uncertain cue relative to controls. However, both participant groups demonstrated similar 

negative affective responses to the Uncertain cue, as indexed by a non-significant between-group 

simple effect, suggesting that uncertainty about occurrence of negative outcomes does not 

necessarily elicit negative affect in high IU individuals. Rather, uncertainty might be perceived 

as more threatening and distressing if individuals with GAD and high IU are precluded from 

accessing information to calibrate relative outcome probability. This possibility is partially 

supported by the between-group simple effect that GAD participants rated the Ambiguous cue as 

significantly more unpleasant than controls. 

Although IU and GAD status each independently predicted differential expectancy 

ratings between the two target cues, only GAD status remained a significant predictor of this 

expectancy bias when both variables were entered into a simultaneous regression model. It is 

possible that IU might have partially mediated the relationship between GAD status and threat 

expectancy bias. As the current study did not involve collecting longitudinal data on GAD status 

or manipulation of IU, it would be premature to draw strong conclusions regarding the causal 

role of IU in the development of GAD. Nonetheless, findings from the current study speak to the 



 

 
potential indirect relationship of IU to GAD by way of disrupting objective appraisal of 

ambiguous information. It is also worth considering that other constructs – presumably worry – 

might also lead to the biased expectancy ratings for the Ambiguous cue. 

Clinical implications 
 

Quite often, GAD patients present for treatment when they struggle to deal with stressors 

which in turn exacerbate their tendency to worry about hypothetical situations. Although it can 

be difficult to reliably estimate future events because of the complexity of daily experiences, 

high IU GAD patients may nonetheless benefit from treatment approaches that encourage them 

to explicitly quantify threat probability in upcoming situations where there is an ambiguous 

threat of an aversive consequence. This approach is in line with traditional cognitive 

interventions that address the catastrophic aspects of worry by encouraging patients to consider 

the realistic evidence in order to re-evaluate the likelihood of feared outcomes occurring. One 

caveat about such an approach is that the process of cognitive challenging may sometimes 

become an endless cycle, particularly for feared situations that are not necessarily of primary 

concern and for which realistic evidence is unavailable. 

Given the dynamic and ever-shifting nature of worry topics in GAD, reducing heightened 

threat appraisal of circumscribed ambiguous situations may only be beneficial to an extent. It 

would be informative for future research to investigate the extent to which high IU GAD patients 

benefit from additional treatment following the cognitive intervention of threat reappraisal. Such 

treatment may include strategies identifying and challenging underlying negative beliefs about 

uncertainty as proposed by the IU model (Dugas & Ladouceur, 2000). Another potential 

implication for treatment would be to teach patients an approach to their worry in which they 



 

 
check they are not assuming excessive ambiguity in threat, and make a more realistic assessment 

of the probability of the potential threat. 

One limitation of the current study is that we did not include diagnostic data on comorbid 

anxiety and mood disorders for the clinical group, due to insufficient sample size. Given a larger 

sample size, it would have been valuable to examine any effect of comorbid anxiety and mood 

disorders on the current findings. More generally, considering the heterogeneity of clinical 

participants with respect to age and education levels, the current study would have benefited 

from a larger sample size to improve the statistical power of results, particularly the interaction 

effects. 

The present study extended the existing IU literature by examining appraisal bias and 

negative affect response in a clinical sample of GAD individuals with a wide age range of 18 to 

70 years, with a mean age of 39 years, which enhanced generalisability of the findings to those 

seeking treatment in clinical services. Furthermore, semi-structured diagnostic interviews were 

used to confirm these patients did meet diagnostic criteria of GAD. As inter-rater reliability for 

the ADIS assessments was not examined for the current sample, future research could video 

record, code, and recode assessment interviews for inter-rater reliability purposes. 

In conclusion, GAD participants overassociated the Ambiguous cue with aversive 

outcomes, relative to an instructed uncertain cue. This covariation bias was not observed in 

controls, though the group interaction did not reach significance. GAD participants also reported 

significantly stronger negative affect towards the ambiguous cue than the uncertain cue, a pattern 

that was not observed in controls. A bias in threat expectancy was also observed in GAD 

participants relative to controls for the Ambiguous cue. When contrast analyses were repeated 

with participant classification based on IU levels, results shared a similar pattern with results 



 

 
from analysis based on participants’ clinical status. These results provide preliminary support for 

the notion that ambiguity – rather than uncertainty per se – may be a particularly powerful trigger 

for biased threat appraisal and negative affect in GAD. Clinically, these findings suggest that 

GAD patients with high IU may benefit from interventions to help them calibrate the degree of 

risks in situations involving ambiguous threats. 
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Table 1 
Demographic 

 
description of participants. 

 

  Control 
(n = 34) 

 GAD  
(n = 34) 

 

  n % n % 
Sex Male 18 53 18 53 

 Female 16 47 16 47 

Marital Status Married/De Facto 10 29 15 44 
 Never Married 23 68 15 44 
 Separated/Divorced 1 3 4 12 

Education High School 7 21 2 6 
 Trade Certificate/Apprenticeship 2 6 3 9 
 Technician/Advanced Certificate 2 6 2 6 
 Diploma 2 6 12 35 
 Undergraduate/Postgraduate 21 62 10 29 

 
Table 2 
Means (M) and standard deviations (Karabulut et al.) for all self-report variables for the 
Control and GAD groups. 

 
 Control 

(n = 34) 
 GAD  

(n = 34) 
 

 M SD M SD t(66) 

IUS-12 31.38 9.9 45.06 9.08 5.94* 
PSWQ 43.65 12.77 68.56 7.44 9.83* 
DASS Depression 7.65 8.11 20.35 10.24 5.67* 
DASS Anxiety 6.06 5.86 18.47 11.43 5.63* 
DASS Stress 10.24 6.94 23.47 10.26 6.23* 
CAQ Thought Substitution 10.29 3.34 13.09 4.63 2.85* 
CAQ Transformation 10.47 4.39 12.97 4.78 2.25* 
CAQ Distraction 12.82 3.99 17.15 5.23 3.83* 
CAQ Avoidance 13.53 5.58 16.15 5.86 1.89 
CAQ Suppression 14.29 4.35 18.24 5.00 3.47* 



 

 
 

CAQ Total 61.41 18.33 77.59 21.45 3.34* 
NPOQ Total 25.74 9.61 43.09 9.31 7.56* 

*p < .05 



 

 
Table 3a 
Contrast analysis results. 

 

 Online Expectancy  Covariation Estimates  Mood   
 F(1, 66) d 95% CI F(1, 66) d 95% CI F(1, 66) d 95% CI 

Main Contrasts         

Certain Safe (O) vs 2481.04* 8.99 8.63, 9.35 3730.80* 9.52 9.21, 8.37* .42 .13, .70. 
Certain Aversive (X) Cues     9.83.    

Reference (X and O) vs 
Target ( and ?) Cues 

12.95* .37 .16, .57 26.11* .59 .36, .83 44.86* .66 .46, .85. 

Uncertain () vs .14 .72 -.34, .23 13.69* .72 .33, 1.11 5.49* .24 .04, .44 
Ambiguous (?) Cues         

*p < .05         

 
 
 

Table 3b 
Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the four cues averaged over group. 

 
 

 X 
M(SD) 

O 
M(SD) 

 
M(SD) 

? 
M(SD) 

Online Expectancy 97.07 (9.46) 3.23 (8.81) 53.72 (11.89) 54.27 (11.29) 

Covariation Estimates 98.09 (8.71) 1.54 (5.96) 52.21 (8.95) 59.49 (14.92) 

Mood Ratings 84.38 (16.57) 26.84 (22.24) 65.44 (16.03) 69.76 (17.73) 



 

 

Table 4 
Pearson bivariate correlation coefficients for experimental outcome and self-report variables. 

 
 

 Covariation 
Estimates 

Mood 
Ratings 

PSWQ IUS-l2 CAQ NPOQ DASS 
Dep 

DASS 
Anx 

DASS 
Stress 

Online 
Expectancy 

.35** .27* .34** .27* .31** .28* .28* .24 .31* 

Covariation 
Estimates 

 .23 .04 -.06 .19 -.02 .18 .10 .16 

Mood Ratings   .40** .19 .03 .22 .00 .16 .05 

PSWQ    .77** .45** .75** .54** .65** .63** 

IUS-12     .32** .70** .50** .52** .56** 

CAQ      .52** .47** .48** .52** 

NPOQ       .62** .61** .67** 

DASS Dep        .59** .71** 

DASS Anx         .80** 

Note. PSWQ = Penn State Worry Questionnaire; IUS-12 = Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale total score; CAQ = Cognitive Avoidance 
Questionnaire total score; NPOQ = Negative Problem Orientation Questionnaire total score; DASS Dep = Depression Anxiety Stress 
Scales Depression subscale; DASS Anx = Depression Anxiety Stress Scales Anxiety subscale; DASS Stress = Depression Anxiety 
Stress Scales Stress subscale. 
**p < .01 
*p < .05 
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Figure 1. Mean aversive picture expectancy ratings for each cue. 
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Figure 2. Mean post-experiment cue-aversion covariation estimates  for  each 
cue. 
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Figure 3. Mean post-experiment mood ratings for each cue. 
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